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Summary

 � Emami has acquired Dermicool, a leading brand in prickly heat and cool talc category, from 
Reckitt Benckiser (India) Ltd.  for a consideration of Rs. 432 crore (~4x price/sales).

 � Low penetration of prickly heat and cool talc category at 11-12%, combined market share of 
45%; strong distribution synergies and growth opportunities in adjacent categories makes 
it a good acquisition from medium to long-term perspective.

 � Slowdown in domestic market and raw material inflation remain key headwinds in the near 
term. We have reduced our earnings estimates for FY2023/24 by 10% and 7% respectively 
due to the near-term headwinds.

 � Emami’s stock price has corrected by ~13% in the past one month (26% in last six months) 
and trading at discounted valuations of 24.7x/20.3x its FY2023E/24E earnings. We maintain 
our Buy recommendation with revised PT of Rs. 550.
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Company details

Market cap: Rs. 19,192 cr

52-week high/low: Rs. 621 / 438

NSE volume:  
(No of shares)

5.2 lakh

BSE code: 531162

NSE code: EMAMILTD

Free float:  
(No of shares)

20.5 cr

Valuation (consolidated) Rs cr

Particulars FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E

Revenues 2,881 3,158 3,402 3,971

OPM (%) 30.7 31.0 30.1 31.0

Adjusted PAT 673 735 776 946

% YoY growth 28.0 9.2 5.6 21.8

Adjusted EPS (Rs.) 15.1 16.5 17.5 21.3

P/E (x) 28.7 26.1 24.7 20.3

P/B (x) 10.9 9.7 8.6 7.2

EV/EBIDTA (x) 21.2 18.9 17.8 14.5

RoNW (%) 37.5 39.3 36.9 38.8

RoCE (%) 42.5 47.9 46.6 48.7

Source: Company; Sharekhan estimates; 
* Earnings estimates for FY2023/24 are excluding the consolidation of Dermicool brand

Source: Morningstar

ESG Disclosure Score
 ESG RISK RATING 29.97
  Updated Jan 08, 2022
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NEW

Emami has acquired the “Dermicool” brand, one of the leading brands in prickly heat and 
cool talc category (Rs. 760 crore) from Reckitt for a total consideration of Rs. 432 crores. 
Dermicool has a market share of 20% in the high growth category. Along with Navratna cool 
talc, the company will become market leader with market share of 45%. Synergistic benefits 
will help cost to reduce and would add on to the profitability in the long run. The acquisition 
is in-line with Emami’s overall strategy to drive growth through organic and inorganic 
initiatives. However, slowdown in the demand environment (especially in the rural markets) 
and inflation in raw material prices will keep toll on business performance in the near term.

 � Event – Emami acquires leading cool talc brand – Dermicool: Emami has strengthened its 
summer portfolio with the acquisition of Dermicool, a prominent prickly heat and cool talc 
brand, from Reckitt for consideration of Rs. 432 crore. Dermicool has a 20% market share 
and together with Navratna cool talc it will command 45% of low penetrated prickly heat 
and cool talc category that is worth Rs. 760 crore. The funding of acquisition will be done 
through internal accruals with Emami having cash surplus of over Rs. 500 crore. Dermicool 
has turnover of over Rs. 100 crore and gross margins of 55% and EBITDA margins of 38% 
(vs. Emami’s consolidated EBITDA margins of 30%). The acquisition of Dermicool brand will 
strengthen Emami’s summer product portfolio.

 � Acquisition to be margin-accretive in the long run: Leadership position in a niche category 
with low penetration will provide lot of scope for Emami to grow in double digits (beating 
category growth of 10-11%). Provides opportunity for Emami to expand the brand in adjacent 
categories to expand portfolio in long run. Dermicool is a pan-India brand with direct reach 
of 1.25 lakh outlets and indirect reach of 1.8 million outlets. It can leverage on Emami’s 
distribution of close to 5 million outlets to expand its visibility in medium to long run. In view 
of strong growth prospects and a higher margin profile, we expect the brand to be earnings 
accretive once it attains a certain scale (the management expects this to be from year one 
of consolidation i.e. FY2023).

 � Demand slowdown and input inflation to affect performance in the near term: Slowdown in 
the rural India and sustained high input cost inflation will affect the earnings of the company 
in the near term. In Q4FY2022, we expect revenues to remain almost flat while the gross 
margins to decline by ~100 bps y-o-y. The effect of sharp increase in the input prices will be 
felt in H1FY2023. Thus in view of slowdown in demand and sustained margin pressures, we 
have reduced our earnings estimates for FY2023 and FY2024 by 10% and 7%, respectively.

Our Call

View: Retain Buy with revised price target of Rs. 550: Emami’s acquisition of Dermicool was 
in line with its strategy to strengthen portfolio with formidable brands, which provides visibility 
of consistent good growth in the medium to long term. The brand provides a lot of synergistic 
benefits and scope for margin improvement in the long run. The stock has corrected by 13% in 
the last one month (26% in last six months) factoring the near term uncertainties. The stock is 
currently trading at discounted valuations of 24.7x/20.3x its FY2023E/24E EPS. We maintain 
a Buy recommendation on the stock with revised price target of Rs. 550 (valuing it at 26x its 
FY2024E EPS).

Key Risks

Emami’s product portfolio is seasonal in nature. Hence, any weather vagaries or supply 
disruption due to frequent lockdowns would affect performance in the near to medium term. 

Emami Ltd
Dermicool acquisition to strengthen summer portfolio

Consumer Goods Sharekhan code: EMAMILTD
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A ‘cool’ addition to brand portfolio 

The company has entered into an agreement to acquire ‘Dermicool’, one of the leading brands in the prickly 
heat and cool talc category from Reckitt Benckiser Healthcare India Pvt Ltd. for a total consideration of Rs. 
432 crore (excluding taxes and duties), which will be funded through internal accruals. The company plans 
to amortise the acquisition of the brand over seven years and charge the same to P&L account during this 
period. Dermicool being a product in the niche category with high margins and low MNC presence is a strong 
strategic fit for Emami. The acquisition is in line with the company’s strategy to obtain growth through the 
inorganic route and will lead to strong synergies for Emami in core as well as adjacent categories. Post the 
acquisition of Dermicool, Emami will have market leadership across six categories and eight brands with over 
Rs. 100 crore of revenues. 

Dermicool portfolio

Source: Company presentation

Attain leading position in prickly heat and cool talc category

After the acquisition of the Dermicool brand, Emami will emerge as the No. 1 player in the prickly heat and cool 
talc category with over a 45% market share, surpassing Nycil which has a market share of ~34%. Currently, 
Emami’s Navratna Cool Talc (~25% market share) is the No. 2 player followed by Dermicool at No. 3 (~20% 
market share) in the prickly heat and cool talc category of ~Rs. 760 crore. Dermicool has a high consumer 
connect through its vastly popular jingle, Aaya Mausam Thande Thande Dermicool Ka. The acquisition 
provides a strong case for co-existence of Dermicool along with Emami’s existing brands. 

Comparison in terms of various parameters

Particulars Emami (Navratna, Boroplus) Dermicool

Category Cooling talc Prickly heat talc

Caters to Mass (~45% contribution from below Rs. 10 SKU)
Mid-premium (150 gm contributes ~80% 
of revenues)

Distribution reach Direct reach of ~2 lakh outlets Direct reach of ~1.25 lakh outlets

Modern trade penetration Low penetration Higher penetration

Contribution from wholesale 38-40% of revenue 35% of revenue

Rural penetration ~70% ~65%

Gross margin 67% 55%

EBITDA margin - 38%
Source: Company; Sharekhan Research
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Brand saliency

Source: Company presentation

Leverage distribution synergies 

Dermicool has a strong presence in the e-Commerce, modern trade channels and among regions in South 
India. Emami’s strength lies in rural and other regions. Dermicool is a pan-India brand with a direct reach of 
1.25 lakh outlets and an indirect reach of ~1.8 million outlets, while Navratna network comprises direct reach 
of ~2 lakh outlets and an indirect reach of ~1.8 million outlets. Dermicool has a higher penetration in modern 
trade which Emami can leverage (currently, Navratna has small contribution from modern trade). Emami’s 
overall direct reach is 8.4 lakh outlets and has an indirect reach close to 5 million outlets in the domestic 
market.  The brand will be manufactured by a third-party player, who currently makes Navratna Cool Talc for 
the company.

Acquisition to be earnings accretive in long run 

Dermicool had reported sales of Rs. 113 crore in CY2021 with gross margins of 55% and EBITDA of 38%. The 
brand recorded its highest revenues of Rs. 133 crore in CY2019. The company expects the brand to clock 
double-digit revenue growth in the next 5 years. Brand has a gross margins of 55% lesser as compared 
to Navratna Cool Talc gross margins of 67-68%. Emami’s management is confident of improving the gross 
margins of Dermicool brand leveraging on the synergistic benefits of both the brands. Despite focus on 
spending heavily on media and promotional activities, Emami expects brands to achieve higher EBITDA 
margins in the coming years. We expect brand to be earnings accretive once it attains a certain scale led 
by improvement in the market share, expansion in new categories and increase in distribution reach in the 
coming years. Emami plans to amortise the acquisition of the brand over seven years and charge the same 
to P&L account during this period. 

Funding of acquisition will be done through internal accruals

Emami is planning to fund the acquisition through internal accruals. It had cash of over Rs. 500 crore. Some 
portion of cash was utilised for Buyback. Post the acquisition of the brand, Emami will have a working capital 
debt of ~Rs. 200 crore and negligible cash balance.
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Source: Company, Sharekhan Research

Improvement in return ratios

Source: Company, Sharekhan Research

Trend in margins

Stable working capital days

Source: Company, Sharekhan Research

Financials in charts 

Steady growth in revenue and PAT

Source: Company, Sharekhan Research

Significant free cash flow generation

Source: Company, Sharekhan Research

Consistent dividend payout

Source: Company, Sharekhan Research
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One-year forward P/E (x) band

Source: Sharekhan Research 

Outlook and Valuation

n Sector view - Near-term weakness; Long-term growth prospects intact
Slowdown in rural demand, consumer price inflation, and weakness in consumer sentiments will hamper 
overall consumption in the coming quarters. Further, easing of the third COVID-19 wave would affect recovery 
in out-of-home consumption. On the other hand, companies expect that raw-material inflation will take 
another 2-3 quarters to ease and would continue to put pressure on margins. Though near-term headwinds 
will take a toll on the performance of consumer goods companies, long-term growth prospects are intact. 
Low penetration levels in key categories (especially in rural India), lower per capita consumption compared 
to other countries, a large shift to branded products, and emergence of new channels such as e-commerce/
D2C provide lot of opportunities for consumer goods companies to achieve sustainable growth in the medium 
to long run.

n Company outlook - Eyeing double-digit growth in the medium term
Emami maintains its thrust on achieving double-digit revenue growth in medium term led by new product 
launches (2.5% of revenues), distribution expansion (especially in rural markets), market share gains in 
categories such as premium hair oils and growing strongly on alternate channels such as e-Commerce/direct 
to consumer. Raw material prices have reached the pick and is expected to remain high in the near term. 
The company has undertaken price increase of 3-4% to mitigate raw material inflation and would gradually 
increase the prices looking at movement in the input prices and demand environment. Gross margins are 
likely to remain lower on y-o-y basis. Acquisition of the Dermicool brand has strengthen the company’s 
summer portfolio and is expected to earnings accretive once brand attain certain scale in the medium to long 
term.

n Valuation - Maintain Buy with a revised price target of Rs. 550
Emami’s acquisition of Dermicool was in line with its strategy to strengthen portfolio with formidable brands, 
which provides visibility of consistent good growth in the medium to long term. The brand provides a lot of 
synergistic benefits and scope for margin improvement in the long run. The stock has corrected by 13% in the 
last one month (26% in last six months) factors in the near term uncertainties. The stock is currently trading at 
discounted valuations of 24.7x/20.3x its FY2023E/24E EPS. We maintain a Buy recommendation on the stock 
with revised price target of Rs. 550 (valuing it at 26x its FY2024E EPS).      

Peer Comparison

Companies
P/E (x) EV/EBIDTA (x) RoCE (%)

FY21 FY22E FY23E FY21 FY22E FY23E FY21 FY22E FY23E

Dabur 53.8 48.4 39.7 43.4 37.8 30.8 26.4 27.9 30.9

Marico 52.5 46.3 39.5 38.3 34.2 29.2 41.0 45.8 52.4

Emami 28.7 26.1 24.7 21.2 18.9 17.8 42.5 47.9 46.6
Source: Company, Sharekhan estimates
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About company

Emami is one of the leading FMCG companies that manufactures and markets personal care and healthcare 
products. With over 300 diverse products, the company’s portfolio includes brands such as Navratna, 
Boroplus, Fair & Handsome, and Zandu. With the acquisition of Kesh King, the company forayed into the 
ayurvedic haircare segment. Emami has a wide distribution reach in over 4.5 million retail outlets though 
~3,250 distributors. The company has a strong international presence in over 60 countries in GCC, Europe, 
Africa, CIS countries, and SAARC.

Investment theme

Emami has a strong brand portfolio, largely catering to low penetrated categories in the domestic market. 
However, most of these are prone to seasonal vagaries, affecting growth in the domestic business. The 
company has taken various initiatives for key categories to improve its growth prospects. Ayurvedic hair 
oil brands, Kesh King and 7-in-one oil, have seen a revival in performance. Strong demand for the Zandu 
healthcare portfolio is seen, driven by heightened demand for health and hygiene products. The company 
has appointed a separate sales head, international business head, and healthcare segment head recently, 
which give us an indication that management is now getting its focus back on improving the growth prospects 
of its consumer business.
 
Key Risks

 � Slowdown in domestic consumption demand (especially in the rural market) would result in muted numbers 
for Emami in the near to medium term.

 � Emami’s product portfolio is prone to seasonal vagaries and, hence, remains a key risk to the category’s 
performance.

Additional Data

Key management personnel

R. S. Agarwal Chairman

Sushil K. Goenka Managing Director

N. H. Bhansali CEO-Finance, Strategy and Business Development and CFO

A. K. Joshi Company Secretary
Source: Company

Top 10 shareholders

Sr. No. Holder Name Holding (%)

1 DSP Investment Managers Pvt. Ltd. 3.65

2 HDFC Asset Management Co. Ltd. 2.87

3 Mirae Asset Global Investments Co. Ltd. 2.75

4 L&T Mutual Fund Trustee Ltd. 2.21

5 Avees Trading and Finance 2.14

6 HDFC Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 1.91

7 Aditya Birla Sun Life Asset Management 1.85

8 Kotak Mahindra Asset Management 1.8

9 Franklin Resources Inc 1.5

10 Vanguard Group Inc 1.41
Source: Bloomberg

Sharekhan Limited, its analyst or dependant(s) of the analyst might be holding or having a position in the companies mentioned in the article.



Understanding the Sharekhan 3R Matrix

Right Sector

Positive Strong industry fundamentals (favorable demand-supply scenario, consistent 

industry growth), increasing investments, higher entry barrier, and favorable 

government policies  

Neutral Stagnancy in the industry growth due to macro factors and lower incremental 

investments by Government/private companies

Negative Unable to recover from low in the stable economic environment, adverse 

government policies affecting the business fundamentals and global challenges 

(currency headwinds and unfavorable policies implemented by global industrial 

institutions) and any significant increase in commodity prices affecting profitability.

Right Quality

Positive Sector leader, Strong management bandwidth, Strong financial track-record, 

Healthy Balance sheet/cash flows, differentiated product/service portfolio and 

Good corporate governance.

Neutral Macro slowdown affecting near term growth profile, Untoward events such as 

natural calamities resulting in near term uncertainty, Company specific events 

such as factory shutdown, lack of positive triggers/events in near term, raw 

material price movement turning unfavourable

Negative Weakening growth trend led by led by external/internal factors, reshuffling of 

key management personal, questionable corporate governance, high commodity 

prices/weak realisation environment resulting in margin pressure and detoriating 

balance sheet

Right Valuation

Positive Strong earnings growth expectation and improving return ratios but valuations 

are trading at discount to industry leaders/historical average multiples, Expansion 

in valuation multiple due to expected outperformance amongst its peers and 

Industry up-cycle with conducive business environment.

Neutral Trading at par to historical valuations and having limited scope of expansion in 

valuation multiples.

Negative Trading at premium valuations but earnings outlook are weak; Emergence of 

roadblocks such as corporate governance issue, adverse government policies 

and bleak global macro environment etc warranting for lower than historical 

valuation multiple.
Source: Sharekhan Research 
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